
 

  



Editorial 

“It Was Very Close to Home” 

by Anil Shrivastava ‘Musafir’ 

 
 
This time it hit very close to home. There 
was a school shooting in Oxford Township, 
Michigan only seven miles from our home. 
On November 30, 2021, Ethan Crumbley, a 
sophomore at Oxford High School gunned 
down four students and injured seven other 
people. We personally know Holly whose 
granddaughter goes to the same school and 
was a close friend with one of the students 
who was killed in the mayhem.  
We, as a nation, have become numb in our 
reaction to these kinds of shootings. Gun 

violence is a common occurrence in the 
United States, anyway. What is different 
about the Oxford incident is that the 
Oakland County Prosecutor Karen 
McDonald has filed involuntary 
manslaughter charges against the killer's 
parents in the Oxford High School shooting. 
“These charges are intended to hold 
individuals who contributed to this tragedy 
accountable, but also to send a message,” 
The Oakland County prosecutor, Karen 
McDonald said at a press conference. “We 



need to do better in this country. We need 
to say enough is enough. For our kids, 
teachers, and all of us.” 
Miss Karen is right. In my opinion, parents 
do play a vast role in the development of 
school shooters. First and foremost, the 
school shooters feel that they are not being 
nurtured and that they are not valued in 
this world by anyone, so they try to make 
their mark. Some parents are neglectful and 
do not give the appropriate attention to 
their children in the house. Many others are 
violent, abusive, or do not condemn such 
activities. By portraying the wrong types of 
role models or behavior at home or in 
society, the parents can often shoulder a 
great deal of responsibility for the student 
that takes a gun and shoots others at 
school. The parents who teach children 
certain behaviors that lead to bullying can 
also take part of the blame when the victim 
takes a gun to school in an attempt to stop 
his or her torment. 
The above fact is very apparent in the case 
of the Oxford shooter. On Nov. 21, a 
teacher at Oxford High School reported 
Ethan was searching for ammunition on his 
phone. The school reached out to Ethan’s 
mother, Jennifer Crumbley, but never heard 
back from the parents. Instead, the mother 
texted Ethan, “LOL, I’m not gonna get mad 
at you, you have to learn to not get caught.” 
Obviously, the parents not only knew that 
their son was troubled but they were also 
asked to get their son help. The parents 
didn’t do anything about that. As a matter 
of fact, Ethan’s father took his son to the 
gun shop where he bought Sig Sauer Model 
SP 2022 9 mm semi-automatic pistol for 
Ethan as a Christmas gift. The Crumbleys 
kept the gun in a drawer in their room, 
unlocked. By the way, Michigan does not 
have laws requiring gun owners to secure 

their weapons when children are present in 
a home.  
Ethan was obviously a mentally disturbed 
child whose parents completely neglected 
his mental condition. This is obvious from 
the fact that a teacher found a violent 
drawing on Ethan’s desk scrawled with 
images of a gun, a person who had been 
shot, a laughing emoji, and the 
words,”Blood everywhere,” and, “The 
thoughts won't stop. Help me.” 
Unfortunately, the kid didn’t get any kind of 
help from his parents. His father gifted him 
a semi-automatic pistol instead of giving 
him help. If this is not child abuse then what 
is it? 
We have a tendency to concentrate on the 
end result and not the root cause of the 
problem. The root cause of the problem is 
bad parenting. Bad parenting is hurting our 
children and society at large. It should get 
attention similar to abortion and gay rights 
do – the two biggest preoccupations of the 
American activists.  
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?fbclid=IwAR0

SvxV6LvB1WyyBJP-yw-R8S1rLP1Iw-

edxxOxXa1h_lsIZPZLN00LKbaY&v=ZL40FmcIOYs

&feature=youtu.be 

 



 

 

I Am Not Joe the Plumber 
 by Anil Shrivastava ‘Musafir’ 

 

There are three kinds of Americans, Democrats, 
Republicans, and Independents. Democrats and 
Republicans are happy people depending on 
who is in power. Independents are always 
unhappy. The Independents are like pendulums. 
They keep oscillating between the Democratic 
and Republican parties but go nowhere. 
Consequently, they are always grumpy and 
frustrated. 

Right now, in the year 2021 Anno Domini, the 
Democrats are happy bunches. Nothing bothers 
them at the present. Inflation doesn’t affect 
them. I called a die-hard Democrat friend of 
mine and asked him, “Do you feel the pinch of 
gas prices?” 

“No, not at all,” he replied. 

“Do you feel disturbed by the open-border 
policy where everyone is just walking into our 
country unrestricted?” I asked further. 

“No, not at all. This was their country to start 
with. We took it from them.” 

“Are you bothered by increasing crime in big 
cities?” I asked. 

“No, not at all. My house has an alarm system 
plus I live in an affluent suburb away from the 
inner city,” he replied. 

“Does parents having no voice in public school 
policies and curriculum bother you?” 

“No, not at all. My children are adults now and 
my grandchildren go to private schools,” he 
seemed unbothered. 

On the contrary, the Republicans feel miserable 
in 2021. Many of them miss Donald Trump. 
Others are financially pinched by high inflation, 
crime rate, open border, and the U.S. falling 
behind China. 

Then there are the rest of us, Independents. 
Our miseries are perpetual. We are never 
satisfied with the party in power. To add insult 
to injury, we are also called undecided, fickle-
minded, pending, undetermined, unresolved, 
unsettled, Joe the plumber, and lost between 
parties. That is bothersome. 

Just the other day, a Republican friend of mine 
accused me of being a pointless voter. He 
assumes that I support certain candidates 
simply to be contrarian. Of course, this can be a 
routine scenario for Independent voters in the 
United States because they support candidates 
and political parties that may go against the 
established system. 

To tell the truth, I really don’t like any of the 
candidates - not the main two, not the others. I 



really don’t care to give my vote to any of them. 
But everyone always says it’s one’s duty to vote. 
Isn’t this my duty to be also true to myself and 
not endorse someone I don’t think should be in 
a position of power and leadership? 

Of course, you can do whatever you want. Vote 
for one of the candidates on the ballot, write in 
a name (Elvis, Mickey Mouse, and God are 

among your infinite choices), stay home, 
whatever. It’s your right to vote, which includes 
your right not to vote. 

By the way, I am going to write my own name 
on the ballot next time. Can I be worse than the 
others? I don't think so. 

 

 
 
 

At Number Two 
by: Ashokkumar Lal 

 

How do ya like at number two? 
Ugh! Not that great but it’s true. 

 
I di'n't want this chaos or ballyhoo, 
I kept running as fast as I could do. 

 
I stayed at my mark all through, 
Until someone moved its crew. 

 
I don't, at all, like noise and moo, 
There are things that I gotta do. 

 
I will move up from number two, 

With my leap I’ll pull up all of you. 
 

How do ya like at number two? 
Ugh! Not that great but it’s true. 

 
I di'n't want this chaos or ballyhoo, 
I kept running as fast as I could do. 

 
I stayed at my mark all through, 
Until someone moved its crew. 

 
I don't, at all, like noise and moo, 
There are things that I gotta do. 

 
I will move up from number two, 

With my leap I’ll pull up all of you. 

 



 

 

 

Welcome to the Wild West 

By Anil Shrivastava ‘Musafir’ 
 
 

Since America is Wild West where lawlessness prevails and people are shot in schools, 

churches, malls, and even inside the Capitol 
building, the Republic of Alabanda 
announced today that any Alabandian 
citizen planning a 
visit to the U.S. will 
be outfitted with 
weaponry and 
armor-related 
accessories for safety 
reasons. 

This country will 
arm citizens with 
whatever they need 
to survive, including 
rocket launchers. 
Little is known about the Republic of 
Alabanda except that both polygamy and 
cannibalism are legal in Alabanda similar to 
the U.S.A. where anyone can shoot anyone 
at the drop of a hat. 

There are several ways Alabanda might arm 
citizens which will assure that they will not 
be arrested at American airports for 
carrying weapons. Alabandians entering the 
US legally will be given weapons vouchers 
which can then be redeemed at the nearest 
Alabandian Embassy. 

Alabandians going to smaller US cities will 
be given a voucher for a Smith and Wesson 
500, 50 rounds of ammunition, and a 
bulletproof vest. Visitors to larger cities like 
Boston, Houston, and Washington D.C. will 
get vouchers for an AK-47, Uzi, or AR-15 

Assault rifle, 500 rounds, and full body 
armor. 

Alabandians going to American murder 
capitols such as 
Chicago, New York or 
Atlanta get all the 
above plus vouchers 
for hand grenades, a 
flame thrower, and 
an Airtronic GS-777 
handheld rocket 
launcher. In special 
cases, Alabandian 
citizens may apply 
for a voucher 

redeemable at any location of Abdul’s Rent-
a-Tank. The Alabandian Embassy is in New 
York, located in a pawn shop on Upper 
Broadway. 

Alabandian citizens who wish to enter the 
US illegally can get their weapons at the 
Alabandian Embassy in Mexico City. 
America believes in an open-door policy, 
anyway. 

Other countries are so impressed by this 
Alabandian move that they may require 
their citizens visiting the U.S. to do the 
same. Iran and Afghanistan are rumored to 
follow the suit first. The news is spreading 
like wildfire. Rumor is that the king of the 
Republic of Alabanda, HH Massadossa 
Canabassa VI is nominated for the Nobel 
peace prize. 



 

by Anil Shrivastava “Musafir” 
 

 
 

My friend, Chris Cross just got fired from his 
job for being extremely tardy and 
nonproductive. So, I decided to call him. 

Me: “Why did you choose to be tardy every 
day? Do you suffer from alarm clock 
dyslexia?” 

Chris” “Cuz my body requires that I sleep 
until 11 in the morning after watching Squid 
Game on Netflix until 3 am the night before. 
My body has to heal in order to be 
productive.” 

Me: “I can understand that, but how about 
the employer's needs and requirements 
too?” 

Chris: “We care enough for the employers. 
Now, it’s their turn to care for the 
employees. It’s my life, my body, my 
universe, after all. Moreover, my 
government does not require me to do scut 
work. They send checks to folks like me for 
being a slacker. I don’t need to work for 
keeping myself alive anymore. You see 
why?” 



Me: “Did you ever consider watching Squid 
Game at different hours so that you could 
reach the pole position in the morning?” 

Chris: “What for? I am not a morning 
person. My employer can’t torment my 
body by requiring me to do a nine-to-five 
job. My body has to heal to be able to be 
productive.” 

Me: Is that not asking a bit too much from 
an employer?” 

Chris: “Not at all! I believe in work-life 
balance and so should my employer. They 
do this in Europe. The Europeans are a 
happy bunch. They take a siesta between 2 
pm and 5 pm every day. Parents are 
encouraged to keep their children indoors 
and ball games are strictly off the agenda 
while the town’s inhabitants get their forty 
winks. In Germany, they spend the entire 
October celebrating Beerfest. In the 
Scandinavian countries, the average weekly 
working hours is 29.2 and the people there 
are, like, a billion times happier than us. 
That’s the sign of a progressive and caring 
society.” 

Me: “So, you think that your boss was 
unjust in firing you. Right?” 

Chris: “Yes, he needs to understand the 
criticality of individual biology but he is such 
a freaking idiot that I am expected to work 
on his terms, whereas, I need to put myself 
first. After all, I am young with my whole life 
ahead of me! 

Me: “So, what’s the plan now?” 

Chris: “Go to my favorite bar; have a beer or 
two or, maybe four. Like to join me?” 

Me: ”Sure, but what’s the plan for the 
future? Aren’t you gonna find another job?” 

Chris: “No! First. I want to wait for the Build 
Back Better plan to pass. I want to see what 
kind of social reform they are going to have 
in there. Maybe, I’ll never have to work 
again.” 

Me; “What, if it doesn’t pass for some 
reason?” 

Chris: I may have to find a new job then. 
The new employer will pay me a hefty 
joining bonus and will bend over backward 
to keep me happy. Do you know how hard 
it is to find someone willing to work these 
days? Moreover, “having a job is cool but it 
doesn’t mean that you got to work also” 

Me: “Carpe diem my friend.” 

 

 

  



 

"The True Flag" 

Theodore Roosevelt, Mark Twain, and 
the Birth of American Empire 

Author: Stephen Kinzer 

Published by Henry Holt & Company 
(306 pp.) 
 

 

Although “The True Flag” mostly 
deals with Spanish-American War 
under President William McKinley, 
Stephen Kinzer, the author of this 
book presents a clear and 
comprehensible history of 
American imperialism which 
started at the end of the 
eighteenth century and well 
extended till the end of World War 
II. 

McKinley (1897-1901) chose to 
abandon American Isolationism in 
favor of American imperialism to 
seek new markets for its industrial 
products and also driven by a sense of racial 
and cultural superiority of America. Under 
McKinley, The United States defeated Spain 
and, consequently, acquired territories in the 
western Pacific and Latin America which 
included the Philippines, Guam, Cuba and 
Puerto Rico. In the same year (1898) the U.S. 
also annexed Hawaii by overthrowing Queen 
Liliuokalani, the Hawaiian monarch. 

Of course, there was also opposition to 
American imperialism voiced and debated by 
the intellectuals like Mark Twain, industrialists 
like Andrew Carnegie and the politicians 
belonging to the Anti-Imperialist League 
including Senator Carl Schurz. Many 
Southerners opposed American expansion for 
the fear that the non-whites coming from Cuba 
and the Philippines might undermine the 
supremacy of the White population. Labor 
leaders like Samuel Gompers were concerned 
about the effect on American wages of 
immigration from the Philippines. The passion 
ran so high on both sides that the nation, 
obviously, looked divided. 

After the assassination of William McKinley in 
1901, Theodore Roosevelt continued America’s 

imperialistic policy. In a refute to 
anti-imperialists, he said the 
following: 

“Their doctrines, if carried out, 
would make it incumbent upon us 
to leave the Apaches of Arizona to 
work out their own salvation, and 
to decline to interfere in a single 
Indian reservation. Their doctrines 
condemn your forefathers and 
mine for ever having settled in 
these United States.” 

Kinzer sets out to examine the 
central question of U.S. foreign 
policy: “Should we defend our 

freedom, or turn inward and ignore growing 
threats?” Though Kinzer doesn’t answer this 
question, he asserts that the American entry 
into war with Spain in 1898 made the United 
States a world power. Kinzer presents the 
history in a very interesting way that compels 
the readers to wonder why America’s foreign 
policy is still so oblivious and obtuse. 

 

 

 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=4608661605823761&set=gm.4613040462123083&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVh7BK9sReHdP-CdREt-UPYaFYYw84uWrcBpp0AUdo1n1YEKcwdijMVJ72Quvwca9IjSuuFeTJGoFLogYYCwQu9x2vDh4H3oZf1ahJRRgVoufG0PI06vr8Y_GBv0KYdn6E8BBsPdkueqlkWLny8dXCPTpW3QhnE-ECgvSKqQ51J4lkZAvVdB5LrVIUOXilnsLA&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=4608661605823761&set=gm.4613040462123083&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVh7BK9sReHdP-CdREt-UPYaFYYw84uWrcBpp0AUdo1n1YEKcwdijMVJ72Quvwca9IjSuuFeTJGoFLogYYCwQu9x2vDh4H3oZf1ahJRRgVoufG0PI06vr8Y_GBv0KYdn6E8BBsPdkueqlkWLny8dXCPTpW3QhnE-ECgvSKqQ51J4lkZAvVdB5LrVIUOXilnsLA&__tn__=EH-R


Essay 
 

In Praise of Idleness Revisited 
by Anil Shrivastava ‘Musafir’ 

 

“I THINK THAT THERE IS FAR TOO MUCH WORK DONE IN THE WORLD, [AND] THAT IMMENSE HARM IS 
CAUSED BY THE BELIEF THAT WORK IS VIRTUOUS …”- (IN PRAISE OF IDLENESS, BERTRAND RUSSELL) 

I remember my first job as an engineer in 
India. The year was 1970. My work started 
at eight in the morning. We had to cross the 
guard shack before 8 am. Being late by a 
few minutes meant losing half an hour's 
worth of pay and dropping a few brownie 
points at the time of 
the performance 
review. Using time for 
personal business 
meant losing a day’s 
salary. The bosses were 
mandated to follow 
these rules strictly. 

When I came to the 
USA in 1974, I found 
the working 
environment was much 
relaxed here, but there 
was no concept of 
family leave during a 
spouse’s illness or 
childbirth. Fortunately, 
bosses here in the U.S. 
had much more 
discretionary powers to provide excuses to 
the employees during such family 
emergencies. When my children were born, 
my boss allowed me to take time off as 
needed. It all depended on one’s 
relationship with the boss. There was no 

concept of working from home. One had to 
be physically at work during an eight-hour 
shift. Of course, there was no Internet or 
personal computer at that time either. 

Things got much easier by the time I joined 
General Motors in the nineteen-eighties. 

We had something 
called flex time where 
we didn’t have to work 
regular shifts as long as 
we put in eight hours of 
work every day. Later, 
towards my retirement, 
they allowed us limited 
hours to work from 
home. 

I always thought that 
spending one-third of 
my adult life in a cubicle 
was a waste of time. Of 
course, I was ahead of 
my time in my thinking. 
My friends and family 
thought that I was 
crazy. In fact, I was 

influenced by Bertrand Russel’s essay, “In 
Praise of Idleness.” When I was in high 
school, my father often asked me to read 
classic essays and make precis. “In Praise of 
Idleness” made a great impact on my 
nascent mind and, as a result of that, I 



believed that spending entire adult life in a 
cubicle was a waste of human mind and 
creativity. Before I was engaged to my wife, 
my mother-in-law asked me, “What is your 
career goal?’ 

“I want to retire,” was my succinct and 
shocking reply to her. 

Russel wrote in his essay that from the 
beginning of civilization until the industrial 
revolution, a person and his family 
produced goods for their own subsistence. 
They were also expected to produce a little 
more for people in the higher echelons of 
the society. 

This economic injustice was designed so 
that the surplus produce could go to a few 
elites many of whom didn’t work at all (it’s 
still happening in rich Arab countries). On 
top of that, the labor class was made to 
overwork so that others could afford to 
remain idle. Some of the elites used their 
idle time in pursuit of literature, arts and 
philosophy. Plato, Michelangelo, Leonardo 
Da Vinci are some examples. 

The same archaic notion about work was 
still being followed by the employers and 
accepted by the employees in the twenty-
first century work environment until Covid-
19 pandemic spread throughout the world. 
The post-covid era made people to rethink 
about work. Suddenly, employees now are 
demanding more autonomy, mastery, and 
purpose in their pursuits. The employers 
are listening to labor’s demands. They are 
providing their employees the choice of 
working from home, office or a combination 
of both, also called hybrid. 

The pandemic has also made many 
employers realize that the five-day work 
week as well as the nine to five shift were 
outdated, ineffective and unnecessary. 
Employees do not want to be confined to a 
cubicle for eight hours like we did. They 
want to be able to walk in the park, pursue 
hobbies, be with their children or do other 
activities they enjoy. Employers too now 
realize that happier people are more 
productive. 

In addition, the workplace needs to adapt 
to accommodate employees’ increased 
needs for mental health and well-being. 
Concerns around mental health in the 
workplace have become more prevalent 
now than ever before as people are 
returning to work. The way the workplace 
looks and functions, as well as COVID-19 
safety guidelines, are significant in making 
sure that workers’ priorities are put first. 
This is consistent with what Russell wrote in 
his essay. “Give people time, and many will 
produce good things.” 

So much creativity is wasted in our current 
social and economic system, where people 
are forced to do what they don’t want to 
do, or when they are denied the minimal 
amount, it takes to live a decent life. While I 
realize that there is no silver-bullet solution 
or perfect working environment, the 
current crisis offers opportunities to 
reshape employer-employee attituded 
towards the workplace and create spaces 
that are meaningfully centered on the 
human experience. I hope that this change 
will be long-lasting. 

 

 

  



 

The Land of Opportunity 
by Anil Shrivastava ‘Musafir’ 

 

 

 

I am in the U.S.A., the land of opportunity. Wink 
twice if I am in the right place. I have the 
opportunity to make money without working. 
Should I decide to work as a part-time peon, I 
have the opportunity to receive a $20,000 
signing bonus in addition to an inflated salary. 

The U.S. is creating opportunities for everyone 
all over the world. Take the case of OPEC. We 
stopped fracking and have reduced our own 
energy production to provide economic 
benefits for OPEC countries rather than the 
benefit going to the oil producers of Texas, 
Oklahoma, and Louisiana or those who should 
be constructing a pipeline. If you’ve noticed, the 
crude price is reaching $90 per barrel as we 
speak. 

Our benevolent president and the Congress 
have created an opportunity for everybody 
from everywhere to just walk into the United 
States through our porous southern border. No 
questions asked. Wait a minute. Did I sound 
funny? I have no intention to be funny. All right, 
here’s the opportunity to call your nincompoop, 
good for nothing uncle to walk in the U.S. and 
receive free health service, free schooling for 
children, and free money. 

The U.S. has provided an opportunity for China 
to dominate the world by producing microchips. 
Actually, it’s the other China named Formosa 
also known as Taiwan. No, I am not trying to 
confuse you. China is already flying fighters over 
Taiwan and very soon they would acquire 
Taiwan. The U.S.A. will succumb to create an 
opportunity for China as they did for the 
Taliban. 

The U.S.A. has already created employment 
opportunities for folks to work in alternative 
energy sectors by gradually closing traditional 
ways to produce energy. Our president 
understands that it is a hard sell but bear with 
him. Didn’t you hear him say, “I’m from the 
future?" 

Still with me? 

People are unnecessarily worried about high 
prices and inflation. Maybe we are too 
negative. Let me try to explain. Over time, the 
inflation level in prices is roughly similar to the 
inflation level in wages, and so, on average, 
over time, people’s economic status is not 
greatly changed by inflation. The U.S.A. is 
merely creating opportunities for banks to 
charge higher interest and businesses to earn 
more profit. What's wrong with that? 

What are you complaining about? Aren’t you 
getting free money, inflated wages, and hiring 
bonuses in our land of opportunities? Hey, 
people! I’m here to give you good news. You 
deserve to hear what a great job your 
government is doing. Focus on the positive. 

 



                        Seasonal Affective Disorder 

by Dr Niru Prasad 

This is a type of depression and sad mood that one experiences during winter months. 

The term seasonal means this type of depression affects individuals from the end of October 
until the end of March. This type of disorder is related to changes in weather and gradually 
disappears by the time summer starts. 

What are the symptoms? 

1. Feeling depressed, low energy, lethargy, problems with sleep 

2. Lack of sleep or more sleep 

3. Loss of appetite or eating excessively 

4. Crave eating sweets 

5. Feeling sluggish, helpless 

6. Further anxiety leading to mental illness and suicidal thoughts 

What are the causes of seasonal affective disorder? 

While the definitive cause is unknown, there are a few presumptive causes leading to 
depression. 1. Our biological clock is known as circadian rhythm 

2. Reduced level of sunshine during winter disrupts the body's internal clock and leads to 

depression 

3. Serotonin level in the brain drops during lack of sleep 

What are the risk factors? 

A. Family history of depression 

B. History of bipolar disorder and previous history of mental disorder 



C. Living far from the equator. People living south or north of the equator experience more 
seasonal affective disorder due to shorter days and less sunlight 

What are the complications? 

A. Social withdrawal 

B. Loss of school days, poor performance 

C. Loss of job and financial trouble 

D. Depression and suicidal thoughts 

What are the diagnostic procedures? 

A. A good physical examination by your physician 

B. Complete blood test to rule out anemia, thyroid, diabetes, and any other 
underlying medical condition 

C. Psychological evaluation including DSM-5 as published by American 
Psychiatric Association. The [DSM] stands for diagnostic and statistical test 
as described in their manual. 

Treatment of SAD includes light therapy, medications, and psychotherapy. 
General supportive treatment includes proper hygiene, a well balanced diet 
supplemented with vitamins and minerals, avoid eating excess sugar and 
fried food, and keep yourself well hydrated. There is a light therapy called 
phototherapy where you sit from a light box several feet away daily in the 
morning that causes changes in brain chemicals to uplift mood. There are 
different types of lights available with different features and consult your 
expertise as to which one to buy. 

Further steps to manage SAD include, stick to your treatment plan, get 
enough sleep and exercise as much as possible. Make an effort to mix with 
friends who can share your issues and give moral support. Lastly, try to be 
happy and cheerful thinking about the fact that this type of depression is 
only transient and seasonal just like, April showers bring May flowers and 
looking out the window to see your flowers will always perk up your mood. 
The national institute of medical science states that people with sadness 
have low levels of vitamin D and a study performed in 2014 showed that 
taking vitamin D during SAD has a significant role in curing some symptoms 

of depression. 

What is melatonin? 



Melatonin is a hormone secreted by the pineal gland in the brain and its 
production is controlled by our body’s master clock and found in the 
suprachiasmatic nucleus located in hypothalamus and contains 20,000 
neurons controlling our sleep and awake pattern in the brain. The level of 
melatonin production is low during day time however during the night time 
our optic nerve gets stimulated to produce melatonin to cause sleep. The 
low level of melatonin causes sleeplessness, anxiety, and short term 
depression. 

Treatment with antidepressants are needed for severe type of depressions 

and that includes, 

A. Relaxation techniques such as yoga or Tai Chi B. Meditation C. Music or 
art therapy In summary, the overall treatment of seasonal affective disorder 
includes a healthy diet, exercise, exposure to bright light, light therapy and 
referral to mental health services as needed. 

1. An extended release version of the antidepressant bupropion [wellburtin] 
that might help with overcoming depression. However, it takes a few days 

for blood level to build up before medicine is effective. 

2. Psychotherapy, also known as cognitive behavioral therapy includes: 

A. Identify your negative thoughts to try to overcome with positive thoughts 

B. Learn how to cope with depression, think positive and manage stress 

3. Mind body connection includes, 

A. Relaxation techniques such as yoga or Tai Chi 

B. Meditation 

C. Music or art 
therapy 

In summary, the 
overall treatment of 
seasonal affective 
disorder includes a 

healthy diet, exercise, exposure to bright light, light therapy and referral to 
mental health services as needed. 

 

  



 

1.What is the color of blood when it's inside your body? 

A. Blue B. White C. Red D. Green 

2.Which is the fastest bird in the world? 

A. Bald Eagle B. Peregrine Falcon C. Hummingbird D. Raven 

3.What is the tallest waterfall in the world? 

A. Angel Falls, Venezuela B. Niagara Falls, New York C. Wailua Falls, Hawaii D. Sutherland Falls, New 

Zealand 

4.What letter is not present anywhere on the periodic table of elements? 

A. Q. B. J. C. F. D. X. 

5.Which of these animals has the ability to laugh? 

A. Dog B. Whale C. Bear D. Rat 

6.Which of these foods will never spoil?   

A. Honey B. Beef Jerky C. Cereal D. Beans 

7.What is something the ancient Romans used as 

mouthwash? 

A. Salt water B. Urine C. Mint tea D. Fresh water 

 

 

 

 

 

Answers: 1. C 2. B 3. A 4. A 5. D 6. A 7. 

B 

 



 

Hinduism and Indian Philosophies 

 

Hinduism 

One of the best general sites 
on Hinduism and related topics has pages 
on many topics with an easily accessible 
index to all of the pages. Both 
philosophical and practical aspects are 
covered. 

Many of the classics of Hinduism and 
Advaita are available as public domain 
downloads at the Internet Sacred Text 
Archive, including the Vedas, Upanishads, 
Mahabharata and Ramayana. 

India Divine - has general information on 
Hinduism and scriptures with articles, 
downloads, screen-savers etc. Audio 
lectures on Vedanta may be heard on-line 

or downloaded. There are bi-monthly 
newsletters published by Bhaktivedanta 
Ashram in India and much more. 

Hinduism Online is another large site 
specialising in all topics relating to 
Hinduism. 

Gems From The Ocean Of Traditional 
Hindu Thought 
Prof. V. Krishnamurthy had made extracts 
from his books available here. There are a 
wide range of topics relating to Hinduism 
in general and Vedanta in particular. 
ProfVK (as he is known) has now 
compiled and ordered the material into a 
single book, which is being made 
available in PDF format. This may 
be viewed (and saved locally as required) 

http://www.hinduism.co.za/
http://www.sacred-texts.com/hin/
http://www.sacred-texts.com/hin/
http://www.indiadivine.com/
http://www.himalayanacademy.com/
http://www.krishnamurthys.com/profvk/index.html
http://www.krishnamurthys.com/profvk/index.html
http://www.advaitin.net/profvk/FinalGems.pdf


from the Advaitin.net site. There are a 
wide range of topics relating to Hinduism 
in general and Vedanta in particular and it 
can be highly recommended. 

Shri Kanchi Kamakoti Peetham - contains 
lots of general information on Hinduism. 
In particular, there is an English 
translation of two volumes of 'Hindu 
Dharma' from the Tamil, containing talks 
on many subjects by Sri Sri Sri 
Chandesekharendra Saraswati 
Mahaswamiji. There are also a number of 
articles by various people on, for 
example, the life and teaching of 
Shankara. Five hours of audio and video 
are also offered. 

HinduWiki was begun in Sept 2006 with 
the ambition of containing all information 
relating to Hinduism, set up and 
maintained by users of the site in the 
same manner as Wikipedia. Looks very 
promising if it receives the necessary level 
of support. 

An excellent hierarchical index of a great 
many sites may be found at the Khoj India 
Directory. 

Vedic Life is a huge website for all aspects 
relating to the Vedas as well as 
information and links relating to Spiritual 
Masters and Ashrams. 

For a massive site on all things to do with 
India, including religions and scriptures 
but also history, culture, economy etc. 

see bharatadesam - everything about 
India. 

A free, on-line book all about Hinduism is 
available at Sri Kanchi Kamakoti Peetham: 
"Hindu Dharma" by Sri Sri Sri 
Chandrasekharendra Saraswathi 
MahaSwamiji. This comprises two 
volumes of speeches from the Tamil Book 
"Deivatthin Kural". 

vedamu.org is a site devoted to Vedic 
literature, as well as other subjects 
ranging from Vedic astrology and Vedic 
chanting, to courses in learning Sanskrit. 
A wealth of highly useful information. 

intellectualhinduism.blogspot.com is 
another blog containing an abundance of 
information on Hinduism, including the 
sages Adi Shankaracharya and 
Vivekananda, as well as textual resources 
on the Ramayana, the Mahabharata, 
the Upanishads, the Bhagavad Gita and 
many, many more. Another highly 
recommended site. 

Indian Philosophies 

Indian Philosophy and Religion provides 
links to sites of general interest on Indian 
religions; publishers of related books and 
relevant E-Groups. There is a list of 
pointers to sites containing texts of many 
of the Upanishads, the Gita and the 
Brahmasutra and other texts such as the 
Astavakra Gita and Patanjali Yoga sutras. 
There are links to traditional schools and 
temples etc. as well as modern schools. 

 

  

http://www.kamakoti.org/
http://www.hinduwiki.com/
http://www.khoj.com/Society_and_Culture/Religion_and_Spirituality/Hinduism/
http://www.khoj.com/Society_and_Culture/Religion_and_Spirituality/Hinduism/
http://vediclife.rvishu.com/Vedic_Life_-_An_Introduction.html
http://www.bharatadesam.com/
http://www.bharatadesam.com/
http://kamakoti.org/newlayout/template/hindudharma.html
http://vedamu.org/
http://intellectualhinduism.blogspot.com/
http://www.geocities.com/gokulmuthu/


Guns Kill 

 

 

 

Firearms kill 

more than 

30 000 

Americans 

annually. 

 Although federal 

law requires 

licensed gun 

dealers to 

undertake 

background checks on people who purchase guns, 

private sales at gun shows and online are exempt 

from these checks. Universal background checks for 

gun purchases could substantially reduce the 

number of gun-related deaths in the USA. 

 Despite strong public support for universal 

background checks (92% of 1446 people polled in 

one survey), 

 Congress has failed to act. Some researchers have 

argued that this disconnect between public opinion 

and legislation is attributable to a gap in 

engagement between supporters and opponents of 

stronger gun control. 

 But could it be that public misperceptions of existing 

gun control laws also contribute to the absence of 

public mobilization for new legislation? 

To answer this question, we undertook a nationally 

representative survey through the 2014 Cooperative 

Congressional Election Study (n=1384). Although the 

American public supports strong gun control laws, 

many people erroneously believe that these laws 

have already been enacted and do not support new 

legislation. 77% (95% CI 75–79) of Americans favored 

universal background checks, yet only 53% (51–56) 

reported preferring stricter gun control laws. This 

difference might be attributable to poor awareness 

of the limitations of existing laws. We found that 

41% (38–43) of Americans believed that universal 

background checks are already required by federal 

law, whereas 47% (44–50) correctly reported that a 

federal background check is required only for some 

gun purchases, and 12% (10–14) believed that no 

federal background checks are required. 

• View related content for this article 
Among those people who strongly supported 

universal background checks, correct information 

about existing laws predicted support for stricter gun 

laws. Whereas 74% (95% CI 69–79) of those who 

incorrectly believed that the USA has universal 

background checks supported stricter gun laws, 89% 

(86–92) of those who knew that some gun sales do 

not require background checks supported stricter 

laws. We recorded no such relation among those 

who did not strongly favor universal background 

checks. 

We also identified evidence of an engagement gap: 

among voters who thought gun laws should be less 

strict than at present, 71% (95% CI 65–78) said they 

would never vote for a political candidate who did 

not share their position on gun control, compared 

with just 34% (30–37) of those who support stricter 

gun laws. However, the role of policy misperceptions 

in this domain is not well studied. Public education 

about the limits of existing laws could be an 

important way to mobilize support for new 

legislation. 

 

 

 

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(16)00042-8/fulltext#ushealth-linkback-header


 

 

Want to learn Internet coding 
the easiest way? 

Look no further…  

Click on http://www.WebGraf.org 

 

As the course’s title indicates, this class is intended to be 

easy. You may consider this course as a gateway to 

learning higher level Internet coding in the future. By the 

end of this course, you will learn enough to create web 

pages from scrap. This is my guarantee to you. 

 

 

http://www.webgraf.org/

